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3 'Alternative' Worship:
Challenging the Boundaries
of the Christian Faith1

MATHEW GUEST

Introduction

Enmeshed in interpretative frameworks that emphasize post-modern
fragmentation, individualism and de-traditionalization, it is sometimes easy to
lose sight of the social and conceprual boundaties which dcfine religious
identity and shape religious change (Bauman, 1998: 57-58; Heelas el ai, 1996).
Religious innovation does not imply a randomly experimental approach to
'spiritual capital', bur implies change that is tempered by convictions abour
which culrural phenomena are worthy of spitirual significance. Contemporary
cultural change seems to have broadened the possibilities in this respect, but
it has nOt thrown them wide open for all people. lew religious initiatives need
to be grounded in rheir specific social manifestations, subject to the social
class, cultural identity and religious background of participants, to the
experiences to which they are most open, and to which they are most
disposed.

Bearing this in mind, this paper deals with the 'alternative' worship
movement in the K as a site of religious change. Located within the
organisational strucrure of the 'mainstream' churches, and yet adopting a
radically experimental approach to worship, the movement embodies a
tension between tradition and a culrurally driven ideology of progression.
Moreover, although expressing no desire for schism or organisational
independence, 'alternative' service groups provide the context for a radical
rethinking of the conceprual boundaries of the Christian faith. In line with
the notion that religious innovations are parasitical upon the traditions out of
which they grow, it is the intention of this paper to interpret the rirual and
ideological innovations of 'alrernative' worship as the resulr of an
appropriation and transformation of Protestant evangelicalism. Furthermore,
although the rwo movements seem asymmetrically opposed in some respects,
it can be argued rhar 'alternative' worship is dependent upon evangelicalism
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for its h.istOrical heritage as well as for the theological and cultural
assumptions that underpin the \~sion of Christianity that it seeks to express.
Just as notions of the 'sacred' only exist in the form of telationally or
situationally defined categories (Smith, 1982: 55), so-it seems-do
representations of faith. First, however, it will be necessary to trace a brief
history of 'alternative' worship in order to set this development within its
context.

A Brief History of 'Alternative' Worship

'Alternative' worship originated primarily with the pioneering 'Nine O'Clock
Service' (NOS),2 wh.ich began in the charismatic church of St Thomas's,
Crooks, in Sheffield, in the mid-1980s. NOS advucated a radical evangelical
theology and claimed to be revisiting the essence of Christianity, as lived by
the earl\' church through committed discipleship and close-knit community
living. Most notably, NOS attempted to challenge the moral and religious
complacency that it perceived in Western culture at large as weU as in the
established church. However, it was the worship at NOS which secured its
reputation as inspirational, and which drew so many people to its events.

NOS services were distinguished by a radical use of mulri-media
technology. Ambient and dance music was used, in vogue with the developing
popular music scene of the time, and a conscious effon was made, on the pan
of the leadership teams, to keep up-tn-date with the latest trends in sound
technology and image reproduction. For many, this combinatiun of facrors
formed an event that was closer to a night-club than any conceptions of
'church'; many who had previously felt aLienated from traditional church
worship found a welcome haven in NOS, where the boundaries berween
Christianitl', the church and pop culture had been effectively and deliberately
blurred. Those hundreds of young people who travelled across the country to

take part in th.is pioneering set\~ce responded in different ways. Some moved
to Sheffield and committed themselves to the NOS community more whole
heanedly, while others were inspired ro inaugurate similar projects within
their own local areas. It is these scattered local groups that have developed
into the 'alternative' worship movement.

Around the time when NOS was enjoying its heyday, several other
developments were emerging within Christian circles in the UK, which had an
impact on this nascent movement. Dave Tom]jnson, a former House Church
leader, began to perceive the doubts and misgivings of many Restorationist
Christians with respect to the fundamentalism and authoritarian leadership
that were centra] to the House Church style (Walker, 1988: 112, 116). He
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responded by esrablishing 'Harry', a Chrisrian ans fesrival that encoutaged a
more experimental approach to worship, using the media of story and debate
to provide a 'safe' ecclesiasrical space in which young people could express
and explore these doubts. In 1995, Tomlinson published The Pos/-Evangelical,
in which he argues rhat a great number of evangelicals have become
disillusioned with the conservative, exclusivlst approach to truth, authority
and the church, which characterizes evangelicalism. He suggests a more
experimental, exploratory approach to faith and worship, in accordance with
a posr-modern undersranding of truth as mulri-dimensional, and of tradirion
as subject to perpetual subversion and revision, if it is to retain any relevancy
within contemporary culture (fomlinson, 1995: 131-132). Tomlinson also
established Hol),Joe's, a Christian discussion group run along the same lines as
'Harry'; ir is based in a pub in South London, and holds an 'alternarive' service
on a regular basis.

Although NOS had begun by advocaring a strongly charismaric approach
ro worship, inspired by John \XIimber's 'signs and wonders' theology (percy,
1996), its later services were more inspired bv Matrhew Fox's 'Crearion

Spiriruality', which emphasizes ecological concerns, a holisric spiriruality and
a radically immanenrisr understanding of the sacred (Fox, 1991). Alrhough
surviving 'alternative' services shy away from Fox's work, they demonstrate a
willingness to experiment with new sources of spiritual significance, including
Celric rradirions, and rhey demonstrate a polirical awareness of 'green' issues.
Services are mostly multi-media based, incorporating video imagery, sound
mixing, and rhe use of incense, in order to facilitate a worship evem in which
aU the senses are involved. Usually held once or twice a month, 'alternative'
services are for rhe most pan organized and led by a small planning group
who desif,,'f1 worship afresh ar each occasion, according to the rheological
rheme of the day. Consequently, there is a tendency towards creariviry and
liturgical revision rather than towards any norian of rirual consistency.
Moreover, leadership roles wirhin the act of worship arc often shared and any
direcrive reaching is given minimal space, if anv at all-a feature rhat reflects
the distrusr of person-based, 'parema!' authoriry thar Tomlinson observes in
many 'post-evangelicals' (fomlinson, 1995: 54--55).3

Jr is difficult to ascertain the exact number of 'alternative' services across
rhe UK ar rhe present rime. Some practitioners have menrioned a number of
over a hundred, but the complexiries of self-definition mean rhar those
set\~ces which claim the label 'alternative' for rhemselves mal' be radically
different from one other in worship sryle and ritual emphases. A useful
framework for classifying such worship groups mighr indicate rwO divergent
trends. Firstly, tllere are services which adopr multi-media rechnology
primarily in order to attracr young people into a church emrironment in which
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they feel more comfortable. Such services are regularly held in churches
throughout the counrry, and at large-scale events, such as those otganized by
SOIi/Slin';vor, a movement which has fostered youth miniStry through festivals
and church outreach initiatives since 1993. Howevet, in terms of proclaimed
teaching, leadership style and expressed attirudes towards Biblical authority,
these initiatives seldom exptess any serious divergence from the 'mainstream'
evangelical community. Secondly, there are groups which incorporate
experimental worship into a broader shared ptOject of rethinking the notions
of church, culrural identity and Christian faith. These groups fit closer into
Tomlinson's 'post-evangelical' category and many developed out of a first
hand experience of as. Such groups are the main concern of this paper, as
they establish the contexts in which evangelical identities are explored and
negotiated in a rirual context.

Worship groups are scattered thtOughout the country, although they are
for the most part located in urban areas. Attendance tends to be on a fairly
small scale, with regular services attracting around 20-50 people. Those who
attend come ftOm vatious social and religious backgrounds, although most
long-standing participants appear to have some background in evangelicalism
and often in charismatic Christianity. It is also fair to say that most are
university educated and from the middle classes, a tendency that reflects the
factors of technical expertise and a critical, intellectual perspective of religion,
both of which are common within 'alternative' worship circles.

Following the collapse of NOS in 1995, a srudy day was held on 'alternative'
worship at Lambeth Palace (see Fig. 1). One of the reasons why the srudy day
was arranged was to give the church hierarchy the opporrunity to see that the
problems inherem in the Sheffield gtOup arose from its authority structutes
rather than from its worship. The church establishment has since viewed
'alternative' worship with toleration and acceptance, although very few clergy
are cenrrally involved in worship gtOupS, and services receive minimal
attention ftOm the church press. On a local level, most 'alternative' worship
groups today exist under the auspices of a host church, which may provide
facilities and financial support as well as some pastoral supervision. The
majotity are attached to Anglican parishes, although some have their homes in
non-conformist churches4 Although the 'alternative' worship movement is
predominantly a UK phenomenon, parallel developments have emerged in the
Antipodes and more recently in the USA (Roberts, 1999: 13). Moreover, while
the .K movement maintains inter-group contact through visits and
collaborative projects, based at events such as Greenbelt and Time of Olir lives,
the international movement is united in virtual interaction through the
alt.worship e-mail discussion list, which acts as the forum for the exchange of
worship ideas as well as for the debate of theological issues.
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Methodology

As is clear from rhe above ovef\~ew, 'a1rernative' worship is as much a social
movement as ir is a developmenr in progressive tirual. Moreover, 1 wish ro
argue rhar ir is mosr rhoroughly analysed from a dual perspective thar
incorporares borh dimensions. Ir is based around and orchesrrared by
localised small groups, which inreracr on tbe basis of shared artirudes borb in
and around rhe evenr of worship, as well as in other social conrexts. Within
this emerging Christian sub-culrure, the actual event of worship is but one
context among several, in which a reworking of Christian identity is actively
negotiated. 1 would tentatively delineate ptimary conrexts as the 'event'
(incorporating all organized episodes of worship), rhe small group eliscussion,
and the national and international network (incorporating face-ro-face and
'virrual' interaction). A considered examination of any 'alternative' group will
perceive tines of influence rhar frequently pass between rhese three contexts
of social activity.

In accordance with this broad picrure, rhe porrrair of 'alternative' worship
rhat follows is based on twO main sources of data. Firstly, I have explored rhe
nature of rhe broader 'alternative' worship movement by way of an extensive
study of servlcc literamrc,5 internet sites, e-mail discussion) and observation
of <alternative' worshjp events. I have also intervlcwed several individuals who
have had considerable experience of 'alternative' worship in various church
conrexts across the counrry. Secondly, in order ro explore more deeply the
cuJrure of 'alternative' worship within a single group setting, I have engaged
in participant observation among an 'alternative' worship group based in a
large town in the north of England. There are several reasons why I chose this
particular group as my case srudy; the most important reason is related ro irs
ecclesiastical situation as a worship group attached to a large and thriving
evangelical Anglican church. Guided by my intention of exploring the culrural
elialectics rhat occur between 'alternative' worship and evangelical Christianity,
rhis siruation seemed well suited to a comparative analysis rhar may contrasr
rhe twO groups by their worship and shared artirudes, and ro rhe e"ploration
of rhe narure of any interaction that may occur between them. My fieldwork
at this srage has extended to over three monrhs duration and has incorporated
participant observation of all services held by both the evangelical church and
the 'a1rernative' worship group. I have also attended various group meetings
and have engaged in numerous conversations \Virh participants in both
{camps' in varying contexts.

I chose to conduct my fieldwork overtly for twO main reasons. Firstly, I feel
that it is important, on ethical grounds, for the researcher ro be as honest as
is practically possible about his/her intentions. Secondly, in order to ensure
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some sort of thematic focus, I wanted to conduct formal interviews as paIt
of the fieldwork. Consequently, I have been open with all the people with
whom I have spoken about what I am doing and about my personal beliefs.
This approach has helped gain the trust of many people, and has had the
added advantage of opening up avenues of discussion that have been
stimulating and insightful. It has also enabled me to observe the different
ways in which the two communities receive outsiders and relate to their
external environment (see Hobbs & May, 1993: xii). I considered myself in
particular to be an outsider who did not share the apparent beliefs of those
people within either group--at least this was my initial preconception.
However, my subsequent research has revealed a more complex picture.

I do not consider myself a Christian and have been plain about this fact
with respondents within the community. I have portrayed myself rather as an
interested agnostic who is nonetheless sympathetic to some aspects of
Christianiry, bur who has difficulties accepting other, more conservative
values. My attitude could perhaps be desctibed as that of a liberal humanist.
It is important ro nOte tI,at I have not announced my non-Christian sratus to

either community uninvited, but have responded to questions about my
personal beliefs if and when asked. This has allowed me to gauge responses
to my presence as an unknown newcomer, and also to gauge initial responses
to outsiders generally (as least in as much as this was practically possible).
Reactions to my presence within the twO communities have been markedly
different.

After reading about the guarded suspicion with which some researchers of
conservative Christianity have been received in the past (e.g. Peshkin, 1984), I
was justifiably anxious about how I might be viewed within the evangelical
communiry. However, I was happily proven wrong and experienced both
warmth and helpful, open co-operation from both church staff and
patishioners. Most people with whom I have spoken have been curious abour
my research and have expressed an interest in speaking further. Purthermore,
once aC<juainted with my sratus as a researcher, the vast majoriry of people
then asked if I was a Christian. My often convoluted answers have prompted
morc interest, some encouragement towards conversion and cerwnly no
condemnation, but the question has been a recurring one and has appeared in
straightforward language: are you a Christian?

My reception within the 'alternative' group has been very diffetent.
Despite my continuous ptesence both in services and in small group
discussions, I have only been asked once about my personal beliefs. The
group is small and it was nOt long before r was known by all the core
members, with whom [ have spoken at length, both in 'religious' and social
contexts. 1 have assisted in the setting up of services and contributed to group
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discussion. I have been asked about my research, and the group is posirive
abour my presence (ro the point of asking me ro lead one of their small group
discussion sessions(j and yet, virtually no quesrions have been raised abour
my personal religious idenrif)'.

Although these impressions are merely based on my experience within a
single local community, they introduce some recurring issues with which the
remainder of tlus paper will be concerned. In parricular, rhey illusrrate rhe
evangelical conception of conversion as a straightforward transformation of
identiry-'Christian' being the operative category, the invocation of \llhich is
assumed ro safely indicare a certain srarus, rhe narure of which is
unquestioned. By conrrast, the 'alternative' tendency is towards the
unquesrioning acceptance of individuals, regardless of background or faith.
Direcr quesrions abour personal faith are perceived as judgmental and
imrusive. Moreover, there is a reluctance to discuss idenrity openly in such
clear-cut terms.

These inirial reacrions shed light on the boundaries manifest in each group,
which separate insiders from oursiders, and on the criteria upon which tlus
division stands. A1rbough the evangelicals welcomed me, their rheroric
suggesred that they conceived my idenrity as categorically different from their
own. I may have shared common ground with many members of the
congregarion-not least a universiry educarion and a knowledge of
theology-but the categorical dichotomy of Christian/non-Christian was a
perperual reminder of my being different, an outsider. By contrast, no such
clear-cur distinctions were evident within the discourse shared among the
'alternarive' group. Indeed, the possibiliry of such categories seemed ro be rhe
very subject of discussion at rimes. Ostensibly, the group ethos is to welcome
people from any background, although there are, of course, boundaries of
group inclusion. However, tbese are implicit and related ro the 'sub-culrural'
mood of worship events. Alrbough I found some sense of affiniry with
dimmed lighting, video projections and contemporary ambient dance music,
it was clear that many individuals from more conservative backgrounds would
not have felr so comfortable. Indeed, in explaining why rhey did not arrend
the 'alternative' service, mOSt evangelicals referred. to its 'weird' style rather
than any rheological argument. Consequenrlv, some 'alrernative' worship can
be interprered as culrurally alienating for a grear number of people.

The insider/outsider disrincrion is a useful theoretical lens rhrough which
the transformation of evangelicalism within 'alternative' worship groups can
be viewed. The predominant shift appears ro be from exclusi\~sm ro
inclusivism, marked by an openness ro oursider influences and ro outsider
involvement. The developme.nt of 'alrernarive' worship our of evangelicalism
is, however, more complex than this. In order ro explore this process, I shall
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focus on three thematic dimensions that appear to mediate, in vanous
manifestations, the problematization of evangelical Christianity among
'alternative' worshippers: authority, reflexivity, and community.

Progressive Dimensions: Authority

The success of Protestant evangelicalism during the 1980s was marked by
several key features which characterized its theology and wider mission, and
which distinguished it from the liberal Prorestantism of the time.
Descriptions of evangelicalism vary, although all focus on the importance of
scriprure as the inspired word of God, the centrality of the cross as the basis
of salvation, a stress upon actively living the Gospel message, and the
essential experience of conversion as the door to the Christian life
(BebbingtOn, 1989: 1-17). During the I980s, these maxims were
predominantly interpreted and enacted along conservative lines within many
evangelical circles in the UK. The Bible was taughr as the primary, if not the
sole, source of divine authority, before all other possible sources of divine
inspiration, which were therefore to be measured against it. Moreover,
salvation was conceived in exclusivistic terms-formulations that de\~atCd

from the evangelical conceprion (most notably those that de-emphasized the
living Christ or the crucifixion) were often judged as illegitimate. Moreover,
tho. e deemed to be 'unsaved' were often considered to be destined for hell,
usually understood as an actual place of punishment rather than a state of
being. The boundaries that marked insiders from outsiders were explicit and
unequivocal--even if members were not expected to make some public
statement of commitment, it was clear through shared discourse and received
teaching what 'insiders' were expecred to believe.

Jn addition to these features, the conflation of evangelical and charismatic
developments in the early 1980s rransformed Brirish evangelicalism
(Bebbington, 1994: 371). The emerging generation of young evangelical
leaders, many of whom had been influenced by the House Church
Movement, expressed a new combination of theological conservatism, social
and polirical awareness and charismatic spirituality? The importance which
charismatic gifts assumed in the world of British evangelicals, intensified by
the influence of John \'{limber and later the Toronto Blessing (percy, 1998:
141-162), awarded a new starus to personal experience as a source of divine
inspirarion and spiritual guidance. It also fostered a renewed faith in the reality
of supernarural power as it may be manifested in the social world as well as in
church.8
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The emergenr charismatic evangelicalism, as manifested in expressed
theology and worship practice, stressed twO main sources of authoriry for the
church: scripture and experience. The Bible, appropriated as the inspired
account of God's work on earth through Jesus Christ, was taught as
foundational ro Chrisrian faith, as an authority independent of personal or
instirutional mediation. In actual fact, of course, certain Biblical themes were
stressed over orhers, according to the theology that was taught by evangelical
preachers, a theology that often incorporated a moral conservarism aod an
exclusivist stance on other faiths. Morcover, a consen-arive interpretation of
scriprure such a this required consistent media through which it might be
expre sed and defended against liberal polemic. Evangelicali m catered for
this by way of its active community of preachers, effectively reaching a wide
audience through the increasingly popular rradition of evangelical
conferences and festivals, such as' pring Harvest' (Tomlinson, 1995: 19-21).
Significantly, it was through the medium of personal leadership, transmitted
in preaching as weil as spiritual guidance and Bible srudy, that the
understanding of the authority of scripture was inculcated and sustained. The
success of I980s evangelicalism was not merely founded on the Bible, but on
the directive style of the leaders (often young and enthusiastic) who preached
its message as they had appropriared it. Consequently, th Stress on Biblical
authority veils another source of social power \\~rhin evangelicalism: thar
expressed in the personal convicrion of successful preachers.

'Experience' was invoked as aurhoritative in twO related, yet distinct senses.
In a perennial sense, 'experience' referred to the life world of the developing
indi"idual, in which and through which, it was taught, one may sense God and
rlis work as a present-day reality. Such an understanding grounds the
common evangelical tendencv to attribute the occurrence of banal, everyday
e,'entS to supernatural causes. The second understanding relate ro
charismatic gifts, the conception of which is based upon the former
understanding of experience. However, charismatic gifts are manifest in the
form of particular nOrms of performance, ofren \\~thin a congregational
context. The occurrence of charismatic gifts is therefore subjcct to social
pressures that persist in communal contexts, and expressions of power may
effectively be contested or embraced in relation to group dynamic. \X'har is
importaor for our purposes is rhar di,~ne authority is perceived as accessible
and communicable through inter-personal media (Perc\', 1998: 73). Moreover,
it is e:'perienced as something to be shared and undersrood, and consequently
incorporates the notion of an authoriry for others as weil as for oneseIf.9

Contrary to popular misconceptions, the ine O'Clock Service' I 0 )
appears to have maintained a rirual and theological strucr\lfe that endorsed
the abO"e sources of authority in a traditionally evangelical vein, at least prior
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to its absorption of creation spirituality and post-modern thought in the eady
1990s. Some of the orher long-standing alternative' groups appear to have
developed out of a similat state, originaIJy combining traditional evangelical
authority structures with multi-media worship. Howe,·er, during the past ten
years, 'alternati,·e' worship ha been the context for me development and
rethinking of such notions of aumority, as expressed in ritual as well as in
group discourse. In particular, mere has been a \\~despread shift awa)' from
expressions of aumoriry as directive, imperative sources of teaching.
PersonalJy delivered imtruction is often viewed with suspicion and at best as
one 'reading' among many omers. Biblical teaching is treated criticalJy-nol
with cynicism, but from a perspective that welcomes new interpretations, fresh
nuances in the text, and an aumentic dialogue between Biblical stories and me
post-modern culture that defines our identity. Furmermore, leadership roles
within groups are mostly unofficial, shared and dc-emphasized. Whereas
'mainstream' evangelicalism has built itself upon a tradition of authority
embodied in influential preachers, many 'alternative' worshippers remain
thoroughlv suspicious of institutional or charismatic authority.

uch developments suggest a move away from a hegemonic understanding
of aumority towards a more democratic, open understanding, which suggests
authority as negotiated and relative, ramer than received and absolute. The
'truth' of Christianity is nor seen as simply available in the ermons of an
'inspired' preacher or as residing in prescribed readings of me Bible,
significantly mediated through the middle-class, Western preconceptions of
conservative evangelicalism. Indeed, the 'truth' of Christianity is seen as
something that cannot be easily encapsulated in rhetorical formulae. Rather,
Chri tian identity is represented as a ptoce sual phenomenon, subject to
development and exploration, with rhe final arbiter of authenticity being the
individual. As a consequence of this, faith is frequendy conce.ived in terms of
a journey, a pilgrimage with no prescribed route or defined end.

The most ,·i,·id ritual expression of this understanding of personal faim
may be found in the widespread use of the 'labyrinth' by 'alternative' groups.
Thi tradition originall)' derives from the maze-like floor partern in Chartres
Cathedral, which was traversed in medieval times by candidate me day before
their baptism or confirmation. The labyrinm <as modelled on Chartres) has
been a feature of Grace Cathedral, San Francisco, since 1991, and NO may
have followed this example in its own initiative soon afterwards. In
'alternative' services, the labyrinth is used as an aid for prayer and
meditation-slowly and silently participants move around the labyrinthine
floor pattern at their own pace, moving to the centre as they approach God,
stopping in the middle to sit and be with God, and eventualJy moving back
·into rhe world', supposedly renewed by me experience. Some 'alternative'
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labyrinths are entirely blank, with only a Bible at the centre fot guidance, while
others include 'stations' that suggest praycr rituals and meditations (see Fig.
2). However, all suggeSt ritual and spiritual direction as person-centred,
guided primarily by the experience and perception of the individual
paroelpant.

The shift in 'alternative' worship away from directional expressions of
authorit)' also relates to a refusal to embrace rhetorical representations of the
Christian message as straightforward, univocal and binding. Our of a tradition
of Christianit)' that has concentrared on the Word as the primaty medium of
divine communication (Coleman, 1996), 'alternative' wotship embraces the
image as a means to inspitation, reflection and spiritual insight. In accordance
with this ethos, the symbolism used in wotship events is often deliberately
ambiguous and provocative (see Fig. 3). Occasionally, irreverent and
controvetsial images ate juxtaposed wirh images traditionally associated with
purity or holiness, in an expressed effort to subvert our understanding and
provoke a rethinking of the Christian tradition. Gra£<, an 'alternative' sCTVice
based in Ealing, have used a particularly controversial image during their
communion service: a picture of Jesus surrounded bv gay men dressed in
leather. As one of the organisers commented: "Jr's quite a shocking image ...
and again irreverent, bur plays well, begging the question who would Christ
have shared his table with?" (Baker, 1999: 46)

The e";pression of Christian identit)' as essentially an exploratory process
is accompanied by a tendency for 'alternative' service groups ro adopt a broad
perspective in which various traditions of significance may be legitimately
incorporated into worship and into one's faith. Indeed, the ritual resources of
'alternative' worship arc sometimes so eclectic that some uninformed
outsiders have been tempted to compare it to the ew Age movement. The
IliiJrld Sm.·ice, previously based in London, once ran an event addressing the
topic of 'Holy Ground', which included the use of Islamic an next to
Christian srained glass as wall decoration. ViIionT, an 'altcrnative' group in
York, often draw from the Celtic tradition in the form of pra,'ers as well as
projected images (see Fig. 4). And 77" 'int O'C/()(k Com1JJ1iflity 'OC),
organised by former members of OS in Sheffield, have incorporated a wide
variet)' of spiritual traditions into their worship, including a performance of
Samhain, an ancient pagan festival associated with the remembrance of
ancestors and the coming of new life.

Despite the common rendency to draw from a wide variet)' of traditions as
well as from the themes and media of pop culture, those within 'alternative'
worship rebut any accusation that they have becomc lew Age'. 'Alternativc'
worship is seen as the context in which our vision of Christianit)' is broadened
and liberated from conservative traditions that constrain our appreciation of
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a living God. Furthermore, the intense usc of material symbolism, suggested
by some as indicative of a rerum to sacrnmenralism (Roberrs, 1999: 18),
together with the renewed emphasis on the image (see Fig. 3), suggest that
'alternative' worship is not an exercise in revising the mainstream church as a
whole. but that it is concerned with reclaiming sources of significance
eclipsed by rhe o,'edy rhetorical theology of Protestant evangelicalism.

A further consequence of tbe resistance to directive forms of authority
and to definiti"e portrayals of Christianitv relares to the perceprion of
evangelism in 'alrernari"e' groups. Man}' 'alternarive' worshippers would deny
that their acth-ities are primarily intended to attract more young people into
rhe church X'ard, 1999: 14). indeed, while this mal' be a by-product of the
-alternative' approach. for most, the expressed aim is to provide a worship
environment in which disillusioned Chrisrians mighr make sense of their
faith. This ethos is based on the argument thar the church is our of touch with
posr-moderniry and needs to adopt a less rigid and more open approach ro
spirirualirv in accordance with the wider culturnl c1imare. However, the fact
that :altcrnative' worship resistS any 'par' expressions of Christianiry and
shrinks from 'pushy', discursive forms of evangelism, has meant that it has no
active mission strategy. Services arc not widcJy promoted, nor do organisers
typically gauge their success by numerical attendance_ Consequently,
'alternarive' groups remain small, with probably little prospect for significant
demographic growth in the near furure.

In conclusion, the authority structures of evangelicalism have undergone a
sig-nificant transformation through 'alternative' worsh.ip_ M.ost notably,
absolutist notions of truth and essenrialist expressions of faith, often
mediated through direcrive evangelical preachers, have been undermined by a
svmbolic stress on ambiguity. a rjrualized shift towatds individual-centred
spirituality, and a resistance to any simple, 'packaged' expression of the
Christian message. The emergent movement is characterized bv ritual
experimentarion and a broadly inclusive atritude towards sources of spiritual
significance.

Progressive Dimensions: Reflexivity

I have argued that 'alternarive' worship, as a development in the Christian
communit}' in the K, is revisionist. That is, it represents an anempt [0 revi e
and retrunk, in rirual and discur ive fotms, the trnditions that its participants
have inherited. In parricular, it is shaped by an effon to challenge some key
fearures of evangelical Christianity. However, the ethos that drives the
re,'isionis[ trend is frequently carried further to such an extent that a 'theology
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of questioning' becomes a desired end in ilSelf rather than a means to some
final resolution or agreed truth (fomlinson, 1995: 132). Ln many ways, the
discursive exchanges and rirual innovations encompassed by 'alternative'
worship reflect the post-modern urge to subvert received assumptions,
question e tabushed authorities, and experimem with new possibiJiries of
meaning (Beckford, 1992). Many of those most centralh' involved in the
movemelll are versed in post-modern literature and thought (Roberts, 1999:
17-19; Howard, 1996: 26-27). Indeed, many organizers would e"plain
'alternative' worship a an attempt to bridge the gap berween the church and
post-modern culture. This is certainly an important factor in accounting fot
its particular emphases, although explicit references to 'po t-modernity' and
to authors associated with this field also suggest a particular social location for
'alternatiye' worship among tbe educated middle classes (Beckford. 1992: 20).

Reflexivity can also be claimed as an intended fearure of the mam' new
riruals performed in 'alternative' services. The one-way delivery of the
. ermon is frequendy rejected in favour of participarory exercises thar suggesr
and provoke rather than inform. Prayers and meditations are frequently based
on sensory experience and improvisation, and participants are ofren
encouraged ro engage actively with material s,-mbols as an aid ro reflection on
a suggested i sue (see Fig. 1). ne rirual in which I participated was de"e!oped
from the theme of Peter as the rock of rhe church. Rather tI,an usten ro a
sermon on leadership, we considered the idea of the church as man\" rocks,
symbouzed by a series of small stones placed on the centre table. \X'e all
picked one and examined it, reflecting on the suffering of others as well as
ourselves, before placing the rocks in a small foumain ar rhe front of the hall.
This was to symbolize how God transforms us from rough, damaged
mdi,iduals into a beautiful communi'}', Such an il1\'entive rite sheds new lighr
on Catherine Bell' claim thar the loss of authentic sources of communit), in
the contemporary world has led to a ri e in rirual 'entrepreneurship' (Bell,
199 : 224).

In adtlition to the acti"e encouragement of reflection. the general form of
services undermines clear-cut or definitive presentations of Christianity, thus
demanding SOme reflexive en!,'"gement from the participant. The multi-media
technology of sen·ices faciutates the simultaneous bombardment of a
c ntinuously changing series of sounds. words and images----effecti"e1y
sub"erting the possibility of a univocal, substantive message. Moreover, little
effort is made to offer interpretations of the symbolism used; images ma~'

reflecr a service theme, but the ju.xtaposition of sharply ,..rling images
frusrrares the possibility of any unified meaning. Moreover, worship
environment and rirual form are rypically arranged anew for each service, so
thar the notion of a consistent sub. tantive message thar ooe might
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appropriate ovet the coutse of weeks is arguabll' undermined (Rappaport,
1993).

There is a strong ethic of experimentation in 'alternative' worship, born
our of a desire to communicate more and more effectively to participants, and
born out of a resistance to the simple rehearsal of tradition. 'Alternative'
services embody a paranoia about 'effective' ritual-abour constructing a
successful event, whereby success is not measured in terms of the numerical
popularity of sen~ces, but by the conviction on the patt of those who
participate that it 'worked' for them. However, as this guality is difficult to

gauge and impossible to describe adeguately, service-planning groups are
working \\~th no specifically defined goal in mind. Combined \\~th some
insecuriry brought on bl' low numbers and the potential for disagreement
among key members who are, after all, united in a projCCt that bas no
esrablished guiding principle, the picture i one of perpetual innovation and
ritual change-reOexiviry without closure.

Discussion on the alt.worship e-mail list further demonstrates a shated
willingness to radically guestion the fundamentals of the Christian faith
through discursive media. Similar to Tomlinson's projecr.s at Holy Jo,~ and
'Harry', this list pro\~des a safe place in which 'progressive' Christians may
voice doubts about key issues and suggest innovative solutions (Roberts,
1999: 11-12). Indeed, although some contributions ate controversial, it is rate
for messages to appear that challenge or strongly objecr to another point of
view-the overall tonc is one of acceptance and exploration, a feature that
teOects the unspoken 'post-evangelical' ethic of allowing space for innovation
and resisting judgement or condemnation at any cost. Recent contributions
have challenged certain Biblical teachings on ethical issues, argued against the
notion of a gendered God, and proposed an inclusive attitude towards other
religions. Perspectives seem to range from the libetal evangelical to the post
Christian, and post-moderniry is often referred to as an index of culture or as
a cultural movement from which we may learn to question certain received
categooes.

Progressive Dimensions: Community

The fact that 'alternative' worship rakes place in groups scaneted across the
country, and the possibiliry, discussed above, that the spiritual identity of
tbose who anend mal' be seen as individualistic, privatized Ot post-traditional,
mal' lead one to the conclusion that this is a rather fragmented movement,
perhaps destined for dissolution. This may be the case. However, there are
conditions in place that have so far ensured the continuance of 'alternative'
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worship as a development wirh some degree of uniry and shared purpose.
Many participants share some common histOry, having moved among the
social networks surrounding CrteniMlt festival, OS and 'alrernative' worship
confcrences;lO continued inter-service collaboration takes place from time to
time. ll The Internet is used e.,xtcnsively, as a means to community cohesion
and service promotion, and rhis reflects rhe fact that many participants
possess considerable rechnical expertise. All in all, the emergent picture is of
an 'imagined community' of 'alternative' Christians connected by a
perception of shared artitudes and worship rasres (Anderson, 1993; Stringer,
1999: 67).

However, the theme of 'community' within the movement runs deeper
rhan rhis. Locally based 'alternative' groups are close-knit, and a significant
amount of time and commitment is invesred in fosrering continued group
cohesion and mutually supportive relationships. This takes place wirhin the
context of small group meetings, commonly linked to worship groups, as ,,'ell
as social events. Moreover, participantS invoke a sense of community and
group identity in explaining rheir continued involvement. This can be partly
explained as an inevitable conseguence of the marginalized status of many
groups, who need to establish and sustain close inter-personal links in order
to persist as a social collective (Becker, 1963: 81). In this sense, an emphasis
on community does nOt so much mediate a negative reaction to
evangelicalism as compensate for rhe social conseguences of partial
detachment from it.

However, I would argue rhat an emphasis on community among
'alrernative' worshippers might be traced to an ecclesiologicaJ sryle rhat has its
basis in rheir evangelical herirage. In speaking of evangelical devclopmeors
during rhe 1970s and 1980s, David Bebbingron stresses the shift towards
communitarian involvement as a lauded virtue of the British movement. This
can be explained ro some exrent by rhe pervasive influence of the charismatic
notion of 'unity in rhe Spirir' and bv rhe strong evangelical Stress on acrively
living our the Gospel message. Many churches established traditioo> of group
activity outside Sunday worship as a further COntext for ministry, mission and
group fellowship. House groups, Bible srudy classes, awav days, church
holidays, youth clubs and church-organized social occasions all served to

strengthen group cohesion (Bebbington, 1989: 243-244).
By rhe lare 1980s, evangelical church life had come to be eguared not jusr

with regular church arrendance, but ,virh wider involvement in orher group
activities rhar had a Christian purpose or an ecclesiastical source of
organization. Such was rhe experience of many who subseguently became
involved in 'alrernative' worship. \XIirh rhe c1ose-knir small group as an
established context of fairh-based interaction, 'alternative' worshippers had



the confidence to lnJoate groups of their own, without the fear of being
perceived as schismatic or sectarian. Free from excessive ecclesiastical
interference and free from any shared conservative theology or organizing
principle, 'alternative' worship could develop on the level of 'culrure' (Martin,
1990: 274), in accordance with group creativity and the evolving attitudes of
kev participants.

However, it is tempting to over-emphasize the extent [0 which 'alternative'
worship groups serve as a focus for community belonging. Key participanrs,
involved in the organization of services, may form close-knit groups, but a
sizeable proportion of attendees only participare on an occasional basis.
Moreover, initial research suggests that many of those who participate,
including organizers, regularly attend other places of worship. These factors
suggest that 'alternative' services are not being treated as the sole ritual and
pastoral basis of Christian identities, but more as a cultural resource-a
source of meaning without strong demands of commitment and without
explicit criteria of belonging. 12 However, the fact that many 'alternative'
se[\~ce groups have survived the duration of the 1990s suggests that there is
strong active commitment at their core.

Conclusion

I have argued for a transformation of evangelical Christianity within the
'alternative' worship movement, particularly as mediated through the themes
of authority (undermined and questioned as a consequence of negative
experiences), reflexivity (endorsed as a post-modern medium of desired
change), and community (restored out of a common marginality). Each of
these themes has been the basis of revision through discursive interaction as
well as in and through ritual, effecting a shift from exclusivism,
authoritarianism and essentialism to an inclusive, experimental approach to
faith that resisrs any form of conceptual enclosure. It is, however, important
to resist the suggestion that 'alternative' worship exists as a simple
oppositional reaction to evangelicalism, borne out of 'post-modern' attitudes
to religion and truth. Indeed, in many ways, irs character owes as much to
evangelicalism as it does to a negative perception of irs theologies and styles
of authority.

In an interesting essay 00 ritual, Pierre Bourdieu makes the important
point that for a ritual to functioo successfully-for it to communicate the
message and effect the transformations that it intends-those participating
must recognize the authority on which it is based (Bourdieu, 1997: 113).
Although it might appear that 'alternative' worship invokes no claims to ritual
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authority as such, it still telies on particular established norms for its activities
to be tecognized as meaningful and legitimate episodes of Chtistian worship,
To some extent, legitimacy has been secuted by ptecedent, the experiments at
NOS effectively pioneering 'alternative' worship and opening up the
possibility for re-traditionalization within mobilized groups around the
country. At a deeper level, it is a tradition of 'experience'-partially rooted in
evangelical Christianity-which has effectively nuttured 'alternative' wotship
intO an accepted 'tradition' and which serves as the basis fat the legitimacy
granted to it by those who participate,

The understanding of subjective 'experience'--emphasized as a source of
spiritual authority by charismatics and as the context of divine guidance for
other conservative Christians (percy, 1998: 155)-has persisted in 'alternative'
circles, but has also undergone significant transformation. Fi.rsdy, 'experience'
is nor seen as a source of authority thar is binding for others, This can be
explained by the Widespread suspicion in 'alternative' groups of charismatic
power as a potential means of manipulation. Secondl\', as the medium in
which truth and God might be located, 'experience' is not interpreted th,rough
unquestioned categories of tradition, but is the means by which such
'categories' might be first ascertained and explored. \Xlhereas evangelical
interpretations of experience are generally im'oked as supporting the
fundamentals of belief-God's presence at particular times may be
questioned, but his substantive nature is not-'alternative' worshippers tend
to draw from experience as an inductive resource, effectivelv developing and
exploring theological possibilities in the light of subjective experience.
Church tradition is treated as bur one framework among many which may be
employed in ordet to make sense of, and find meaning in, the cultural
experience of individuals. As one organizer of 'alternative' worship informed
me: "[Our service] is primarily about a spiritual search, for worship that has
integrity, a spirituality thar sit cohesively into our wodd, and a form of
Church community that JIJorks ill 0111' ",ltlll" (my emphasis)."

Such radical 'incuJruration' has effectivelv expanded the conceptual
boundaries within which Christianity can be conceived. ldeological inclusivity
demands a rethinking of the insider/outsider distinction, and understandings
of 'faith' as an expression of identity seem to require considered revision and
expJoration in the light of recent cultural change. What is perhaps clear from
the above discussion is that manifestations of 'faith', as negotiated and
expressed in discourse, are not simply reflective of the tradition on which
they are based, bur emerge out of a dialogue between pervasive relations of
power within specific religious and cultural contexts.
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Notes

1 I would like to acknowledge the assismnce of the Economic and Social Research
Council for funding the research upon which this paper is based. I also wish to
offer my thanks to the editors as well as t"O Simon Coleman and Paul Robens for
insightful comments on these issues, as presemed in an earlier draft.

2 .nfortunately, the only cxtensh'c publishcd work on NOS is the journalistic
accoum provided by Roland Howard in Tht Ri" alld Fall of Ibe Nin' O'Ciark Smirr
(1996). Howard's book is marred by his unconceaJed agenda that seeks to 'exposc'
the power trappings of the contemporary charismatic church. Consequently, his
po'trayal of 1 OS is generally negative and its reliabilit), questionable. Although I
had to consult Howard's book as the only a,·ailable published source on NOS, I
have aJso spoken to several individuals who were either members of OS or who
attended its worship events at some point. I have subsequently pieced rogether a
rough picture of the worship at NOS that I believe to be reliable. 1 have
deliberately withheld from commenting on the alleged power and sexual abuse
that tOok place within the as communi~',as I do nor feel that this is relcvant
to the present paper.

3 The distrust of person-centred authority, expressed as a suspicion of
manipulation and abuse, was exaccrbated and intensified for many 'alternativc'
worshippers following the exposure of abuses of power that were rife at NOS.

4 I know of no 'alternati\·c' services that arc held in connection with any Roman
Catholic church, a fact that reflects the origins of 'aJtcrnaovc' worship and its
continuing dialogue with Protestant Evangelicalism, the tradition that shapes its
activities and forms the background cuJture of many participants.

5 Although extensive service literature has been made available to me by organizers,
primarily in the form of group magazines, service orders, notes kept from
discussion sessions, and promotionaJ material, there is very little written on
'aJtcrnative' worship that may be referred to as secondary literature. Ln fact, the
only academic account of 'aJtcrnativc' worship is contained in Paul Roberts's
short booklet, /l/Iemahilt Worsbip in Ibe Cb.rciJ of Englalld (1999). Roberts's work is
a useful and sensitive portrayal by someone active within the movement. His
interpretative framcwork is very much in accordance with the argument that
'aJtcrnative' worship is a ritualized response to post-modernity.

6 1n accordance with the open. inclusi\'c cthos of the group, I was asked co
contribute a prescntation primarily on the basis of my knowledge as an academic
researcher.

7 Davc Tomlinson traces this development to the appoinonent of Clive Calver as
leader of the EvangelicaJ Alliance in 1983. CaJvcr was an unashamed charismatic.
had connections with the House Church l\'lovcment and was instrumental in
involving young leaders of a similar persuasion (fomlinson, 1995: 17-19).

8 This had negative as wclJ as positive dimensions, the emerging charismatic mind
set incorporating notions of satanic evil as weB as dhrine blessing. This may be
exemplified in the popular 'Marches for Jesus' during the 1980s as well as in the
notion of 'spirituaJ warfare'.
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9 This is only a rough sketch of what was a far more complex movement. However,
the dements stressed are pertinent to this paper, as they are common to the
perccption of evangelicalism entertained within 'ahcrnativc' worship circles.

to Gremwll is a Christian arts festival which has been held annuallv since 1974.
Origiruill)' held at Charlsfield in East Anglia, the feso"a1 has shifted between
several vcnues ovcr the years. before finally mo\-ing to Chelmsford Race Course
in 1999. The main ethos of the festival has been the expression and celebration
of the Christian Gospel through the media of contemporary pop culture and the
arts; it is this emphasis that drew many who subsequently became im'olved in

'alternative' worship. :Alternative' worship has had a central place at the festh-a1
since as performed. irs famous 'Passion in Global Chaos' SCt in 1992_ Each
year, -alternative' worship groups continue to lead scn-ices, debates and other
creative C\'CntS at the festi\-al.

11 1n particular, groups in London-- notably Grar" Epirrn/fr, HolY jM's, TI" HOI/
COlfJIJ1NniJy. and {/allX-havc u·orked together across denominational lines within
the context of various evencs.

12 Further research \\~11 need to explore this issue, particularly in relation to [he
possibiliry that 'alternative' worship may be 'used' by many people as
supplementary to sources of Christian worship and belonging.. Lf this is the case,
an acrual 'theology' of alternative worship may only extend to those most
intim:uely involved in its organization.
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